Map of Oakland
Walking directions from Holiday Inn Oakland:
1. Turn left onto 5th Ave.
2. At third light (Craig) turn right
3. Turn left at next light (Forbes)
4. Follow Forbes over rail bridge.
5. Take right immediately after bridge into parking lot
6. Walk to end of lot and walk down stairs and across white bridge.
7. At the bottom of the stairs take right and another right so that you walk under the white bridge.
8. The west entrance to the building should be in front of you. Call from the wall phone inside.

Academic Buildings
1. Doherty Hall
2. Wean Hall
3. Hamerschlag
4. Scaife Hall
5. Porter Hall
6. Baker Hall
7. Hunt Library
8. College of Fine Arts
9. Studio Theatre
10. Graduate School of Industrial Administration
11. Gymnasium
12. Margaret Morrison Carnegie Hall
13. Skibo Hall
14. 5017 Forbes Ave.
15. Bramer House
16. Warner Hall
17. University Computing Center
18. Hamburg Hall
19. Smith Hall
20. Field and Mobile Robotics Building
21. Mine Safety Laboratory Building
22. Planetary Robotics Building
23. Publication and Printing Building
24. West Garages
25. Physical Plant Building
26. Mellon Institute
27. Software Engineering Institute
28. College Club
29. Bellefield Towers